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The workbook is based on an article that explores how clarity, conviction,
and continual lead flow contribute to effective sales and business success.

This topic is crucial as it provides practical tactics for anyone in the field of
sales or keen to develop their personal marketing skills.

By engaging in these exercises, you will understand how to communicate
with clarity, build conviction about your product, and maintain a steady lead
flow, ultimately increasing your sales.

Quote to remember from the Interview

"Your belief in your product should surpass your belief in yourself."

What You'll Learn From the Activity

Through the activity, you will apply the key takeaways from the article to
your own circumstances. This will enable you to better understand the
concepts of clarity, conviction, and lead flow in the practical context of your
sales processes.



Activity
Reflect on a time when lack of clarity hindered a sales call and discuss
what could be improved.

Identify 3 ways you could instill your conviction about your product in your
clients.

List down 5 questions you could use as a salesperson to drive a customer’s
purchasing decisions.

How would you balance your roles as an expert and a salesperson in
inbound marketing?



Describe a situation when consistent prospecting paid off in sales.

True or False: If marketing is done right, sales become easy. Explain your
answer.

How does a consistent lead flow impact the longevity of a business?

Fill in the blank: "As long as you're ___________, you will never go out of
business."

Sketch a brief action plan to apply the lessons learned from the interview
into your own sales process.

Identify one significant takeaway from each of the suggested resources and
discuss how it could improve your sales tactics.



Multiple choice: Which role does outreach marketing place you in? A)
Expert B) Salesperson

How would you handle a situation where a potential lead shows interest but
is on the fence about buying?

List down strategies for creating a need in a potential lead.

Reflect on the quote, "People don’t like to be sold, but they love to buy."
What does this mean to you?

How do you ensure a continual top of the funnel filling in your sales
process?



Discuss a situation where your belief in your product won a tough client
over.

Fill in the blanks: "Sales become ___ when marketing is done ____".

Enumerate some potential challenges of inbound marketing and how you
would overcome them.

Share a personal anecdote where the dual role of a salesperson as an
Expert & Entrepreneur was evident.

Discuss how continually filling the top of your sales funnel has helped your
business.



Multiple Response: What do Clarity, Conviction, and Lead Flow contribute
to in the sales process? [Business longevity, Easy sales, Effective
communication, Credibility]

Given the lessons from the interview, reevaluate your current sales
process. What changes would you implement?

Reflect on how effective Q&A can revolutionize your approach to sales.
Identify recent sales opportunities you missed and discuss how the lessons
from this article might have changed the outcome.


